Reasons Legal Eagle is Your
Choice for eDiscovery
1. Full-Service eDiscovery

Legal Eagle is ready to assist your team with
the best approach for managing the collection,
preservation, processing, review, and production
of electronic evidence. From email to spreadsheets
to information on the cloud and all types of
information in between, Legal Eagle stands ready
to expertly serve you in all aspects of eDiscovery.

2. Cutting Edge Software Support

It is crucial to utilize an experienced eDiscovery
partner to ensure digital information produced for
litigation is authentic and complete. eDiscovery
review platforms like CloudNine Relativity,
Conect, and others can help alleviate damages
and streamline efforts.
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The legal rules and regulations surrounding
electronic information or eDiscovery are
continuously evolving with state and federal
rules of civil procedure. It’s crucial to utilize an
experienced eDiscovery partner to ensure digital
information is collected, preserved, and produced
for litigation is authentic and complete.
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Did you know that 10 GB of information is the
equivalent to receiving truck loads of paper?
The time associated with reviewing data from
the litigation of even the simplest case can be
overwhelming. Let Legal Eagle take the burden
of organizing electronically stored data off your
agenda with our full-service eDiscovery services.
4. Cost Effectiveness
Without eDiscovery and digital forensics, your side
of the story may be lost in irrelevant documents,
and your labor costs could spiral while trying to sift
through tens of thousands of pages. Legal Eagle is
a more economical solution saving attorneys and
firms thousands of dollars.
“Our office has utilized the services of Legal Eagles
for nine years. The level of communication, accuracy
and willingness to accommodate our needs has been
integral in our decision to continue doing business
with Legal Eagle. The staff has always been courteous,
friendly, and ready to the extra mile. The quality of
work is consistently thorough and top notch.”
Rebeccah Brissey - McAngus Goudelock & Courie

107 Legrand Blvd., Greenville, SC 29607
(P) 864.467.1373 - (F) 864.467.1365
greenville@legaleagleinc.com
Locally owned since 1994.

www.LegalEagleInc.com
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